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Commodities – The Top Asset Class of 2018 so far
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Commodities – The Top Asset Class of 2018 so far
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 In terms of both supply and demand fundamentals, commodities markets
today are in better shape than they have been at any point in the past
decade. The asset class offers investors attractive relative valuations, positive
dividend-like roll yield and momentum, while maintaining its traditional role
as an inflation hedge and a source of low to negative correlations to richly
valued equities and low-yielding bonds. Because of these factors we have
started seeing renewed interest in commodities, and we expect this trend is
likely to intensify over the coming months absent any significant demand
shocks such as a recession.

 With investors raising questions over the sustainability of equities and
bonds, commodities are appearing relatively undervalued. More
so, commodity prices have corrected sharply in the aftermath of the dollar
strength between 2012 and 2016. In fact, respected investors like Gundlach
have even said that in the last 50 years, this is only the third time that
commodities appear to be so undervalued relative to equities. The last rally
in commodities began during the dotcom bust of 2000. It could well be the
start of another commodity driven rally for now!



Commodities Monthly Relative performance
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Commodities cheap in comparison to other asset classes
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 Historically, commodit
ies vastly outperform
stocks for a period of
several years, then
everything reverses
and stocks vastly
outperform
commodities. This
ratio recently hit an
all-time low as
commodity prices fell
while the stock
market experienced a
huge bull market. This
suggests (though
certainly does not
guarantee) that the
next big move will
involve commodities
outperforming stocks.



Central Bank Balance sheet rising steeply
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 Except FED, all other Central Banks like ECB, BOJ, BOE, PBOC are in
expansion mode since 2017. US FED has started monetary tighteneing
since last 2 years by raising interest rates

 .



US Treasury 10-yr Yield at highest level since 2014
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 The 10-year yield is trading above 3%, at 4-year high, according to the
long-term bullish inverse head and shoulders breakout seen on the
weekly chart above



Global Economic calendar – May 2018
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(All timings in IST)



World Central Bank Rates
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Outlook on Precious Metals
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Precious-Metals Review of April

 Precious metals prices continued trading choppy in the month of
April and Geopolitical Tensions and Trade-wars supported the prices
while stronger dollar Index and falling Investment demand
cushioned the prices.

 Global demand for gold dropped between January-March, posting
its weakest first quarter since 2008 at 973.5 tons, down 7%, due to
fall in investment demand for gold bars and gold-backed
ETFs, according to the WGC report.

 India's demand for gold too fell in first quarter at 115.6 tons, down
12% as compared to overall Q1 demand of 131.2 tons in 2017.
Rising local gold prices, exaggerated by currency
weakness, produced a weak quarter in India.

 The inflows to ETFs totaled 32.4t during the quarter, which was very
much lower by 66% when compared with 96t of inflows seen in Q1
2017.
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Golden time to buy Silver as Gold-Silver ratio 
hovers around 80 level
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 Thirty-year historical average of Gold-to-Silver ratio is around 66.
However, currently it is hovering around 80. For an ounce of silver priced at
$16.14, price of gold is $1311/oz. If we take historical gold-to-silver-ratio of
66, then silver rate should be $20 per troy ounce. Thus, there is possibility of
silver to cross 47,000 per kg.





Safe Heaven demand amid rising Geo-political Risk 
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 A geopolitical risk is now at its peak since the height of the Cold War (1979-1985).
A key downside risk to “lower dollar, lower US real rates” outlook is a substantial
escalation of geopolitical tensions over Syria, which in turn would force the
market to price an extreme geopolitical scenario.

 If the situation continue to deteriorate, investors could be forced to price more
accurately this geopolitical risk. This would exert even more downward pressure
on the dollar and US real rates and safe-heaven demand for Precious Metals.



Precious Metals Pre-review for May

 The most popular of the precious metals, Gold has been trading
within a triangle since the 1st day of the year but during the past
couple of weeks we have seen it threaten with a breakout multiple
times. A daily close above $1355 will open the door for a push
higher, ideally towards the 161.8% extension of the triangle’s
maximum width at $1405

 Silver has been trapped within a $3 range (on a weekly closing
basis) since October 2016. This is a prolonged period of
consolidation which at some point is bound to end and the recent
violent move higher above an even tight consolidation that lasted
2.5 months) might not be enough but it certainly brings the metal
closer to a critical descending trendline resistance that currently
passes from $17.50. A break above there opens the door for a
move to at least $18.50 where a critical confluence of resistances
meets, one that can even end up defining the trend if broken.
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Outlook on Energy
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Crude Oil Review of April
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 Oil prices rose more than 8% in April amid diplomatic tensions
with Russia, the Iranian deal that needs to be renewed on
May 12, tightening supply led by OPEC and Russia, a global
demand for oil which is steady and a decreasing Venezuelan
oil production.

 OPEC produced around 32 million bpd of crude oil in
April, implying that its production is slightly below its target of
32.5 million bpd, due largely to plunging output in Venezuela.

 The geopolitical risk premium has taken center stage as one of
the key drivers of oil prices in recent months, often trumping
fundamentals to send prices soaring on concerns about where
the next sudden oil supply disruption would come from.



US Crude Oil output from shale hits record
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 US oil production also hit a fresh record of 10.62 million barrels per day
(bpd), a jump of more than a quarter since mid-2016. The United States
now produces more crude oil than top exporter and OPEC-kingpin Saudi
Arabia. Only Russia currently pumps more oil, at around 11 million bpd.



Crude Oil Preview of May
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 The US administration has been fighting a number of battles across the globe
and such developments can have a big effect on Oil prices.

 Firstly we have the US/UK/French attacks on Syrian targets along with Russia’s
initial response. Tensions are escalating and relations between Russia and the
Western Allies are deteriorating.

 Secondly, the US is also fighting potential trade wars with China, Mexico &
Canada (NAFTA) and potentially the European Union. Such events introduce
uncertainty that usually boosts Crude Oil prices.

 Moreover, U.S. President Donald Trump has until May 12 to decide whether to
waive the sanctions against Tehran as part of the nuclear deal that global
powers signed with Iran. Donald Trump seems set on pulling out of the Iran
nuclear deal next week on 12th May, with U.S. officials suggesting that any
initial diplomatic turbulence will be followed by negotiations for a new accord.

 There’s one big hang-up: Iran is ruling out new talks, calling the current
agreement “non-negotiable.” And America’s European allies continue to back
it, saying the deal has been essential to reining in Iran’s nuclear program.

 So buying on dips in Crude Oil is recommended for target of $75.



Outlook on Base Metals
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 Base metals were seen in stark contrast during the previous whole month
while Aluminium & Nickel prices remained highly volatile. Lead
Commodity remained rangebound since last few trading sessions while
Zinc had lost its recent gains during last week of April month. The selling
pressure in Zinc from higher levels seen due to fall in cancel warrants
numbers.

 During the last week of April’18 month, the Aluminium prices also fell
from its recent highs as the US Treasury gave Americans until Oct 23
instead of June 5 to wind down business with Rusal. It further said that US
would consider lifting the sanctions if Rusal's major shareholder, Russian
tycoon Oleg Deripaska, ceded control of the company.

 While tradewar concerns also played vital role behind up-down swings in
metals. In recent news basemetals showed some profit booking from their
recent tops after the US Treasury Secretary Steven Munchin hinted that he
is considering a trip to China and is “cautiously optimistic” that the US and
China can reach an agreement over the two nations’ recent trade spat.

21

Base-Metals Review of April



Geopolitical risks make shorting metals dangerous
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 The supply fears faded this week after the U.S. eased sanctions against
United Co Rusal, traders should be alert to the risk that further disruptions
will leave buyers short at a time when usage is booming. Still, with Deripaska
looking to hold onto power, the risk of further disruptions looms large, and
buyers remain cautious.



Sanctions concerns makes nickel in volatile mood
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 Nickel Stockpiles Slump.
The mass roll-out of EVs
may still be years
away, but there are signs
the nickel industry is
already preparing. While in
recent news from global
mining industry released
that Norilsk Nickel´s
production grew to
54,063T.

 While during the mid
April’18 month Nickel
prices had followed
Aluminium’s rally.

 as traders fear that further US sanctions against Russian businesses will lead to supply
trade disruption. Concerns have weighed on the minds of
investors, however, regarding Norilsk Nickel, and the overall impact on the price of the
base metal. The market has clearly been buying the rumor. However during last week
of April’ month, both Aluminium & Nickel metals fall from their recent tops as market
hopes that sanctions may provide some relief for short of limited period times.



Reasons to be positive about Copper is fading

 Whatever the eventual outcome, the expectation of synchronised growth in
world copper demand remains intact for this year. As mentioned
above, positive news has been received for some of the smaller
projects, previously classified as probable, with start-up dates in 2018 and
coloured dark blue in the accompanying chart. There are various drivers
supporting developments at these projects including repayment of borrowed
capital, obtaining sufficient raw material to start-up, and pressure to deliver
on commitments made to local authorities.
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 The possibility of a
trade war between
the US and China
was a key discussion
point in upcoming
week, with opinions
divided over the
likelihood of it
occurring and its
potential impact.Source: CRU



 As per Chinese custom data, refined Lead exports fell by 99.485 whereas
exports surged 568% in month of February on yoy basis. Chinese city of
Xuzhou is carrying out environmental inspections targeting air pollution
emissions at industrial plants, construction sites that are expected to last
for as long as six months. As per I.L.Z.S.G., it is expected that Lead mine
capacity in 2018 might increase by 123000T. We keep our view bearish for
May month in Lead with downside Target of $2250 level.

 Zinc prices were pushed lower in last trading week of April month by rising
inventories. At the global data front World Steel Association said that
global steel demand will grow by 1.8% in 2018 to 1.616 billion tonnes
driven by favorable global economic momentum, though the market faces
risks from rising trade tensions. On the otherside the China's steel
producers ramped up output in March to the highest level since
September, with mills in the world's top market for the metal rushing to
boost operations after winter restrictions to prevent smog were lifted in
the middle of the month. We keep our view bullish with downside Target
around $3030-$3020 level.
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Lead and Zinc Preview for May



 LME Aluminium prices edged down on Friday, having jumped in the
previous session as investors bet that U.S. sanctions would remain in place
on Russian producer Rusal, keeping supply tight. We keep our view
moderate bullish with upside potential Target around $2350 level.

 Chile's Escondida, the world's largest copper mine, said that early contract
talks with its workers' union ended without an agreement, setting the
stage for legally scheduled negotiations to begin in June. We keep our
view bullish with Upside potential around $7000 level.

 LME nickel emerged during the mid month of April’18 after the London
Metal Exchange's previously announced move to delist two brands from
Russia's Norilsk Nickel or Nornickel, for delivery against its futures
contracts took effect from April 18. while I.N.S.G. indicated that global
demand for nickel is expected to increase to 2.34 million tonnes in 2018
versus 2.19 million in 2017. As per INSG, global nickel market deficit
narrowed to 2,500 tonnes in February from a revised deficit of 15,800
tonnes in the previous month. We keep our view neutral for may’18
month.
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Aluminum, Copper  and Nickel Preview for May



Outlook on Agri Commodities
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News and Updates
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 Malaysia Apr 1-30 Palm Oil exports down 4.5% on weak demand: Report

 Gujarat Groundnut summer sowing until April 23 at 52,300 hec vs 79,700 yr ago:
Government.

 Gujarat Sesame Seed sowing until Apr 23 at 16,000 hec vs 20,900 yr ago: Government.

 Govt to replenish pulses buffer stock from NAFED procurement.

 NAFED sold total 13,837 tons Groundnut in Gujarat, Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh and
Rajasthan.

 Cotlook cuts forecast for 2018-19 world Cotton output, consumption

 IMD to give 20-days weather forecasts to help farmers plan their crop season better.

 India exports record 395,000 tons of Coffee in FY18.

 India’s spices exports rise 20% in April-Dec 2017.

 Extension for Maharashtra Tur procurement drive till May 15.

 India's Apr-Feb Groundnut export falls 30% on higher domestic prices.

 India's April Vegetable Oil imports to rise 16.52% on lower price: Reports

 Meghalaya launches mission to raise organic Turmeric output..

 Low global prices may dampen India's Sugar exports: ICRA

 Wheat procurement in Haryana surpasses last year's level.

 Chickpeas Area In Canada May Increase From 2.09 To 3.46 Acres.



Fundamental Outlook and View on Soybean
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 Soybean futures extended with its bearish sentiments in the month of April on profit
booking and bearish domestic cues. However, it witnessed some recovery from lower levels
on short covering.

 Bullish USDA monthly Demand-Supply report in the month of April failed to support the
prices.

 After Sky met, IMD also forecast normal monsoon in upcoming season which lifted the
production and area coverage estimates for upcoming season.

 As per the Directorate of Soybean Research, output of Soybean in the country is likely to 
increase to 140 lt in 2018-19 (Jul-Jun) kharif season compared with 117 lt last year due to 
higher acreage expected as it is expected to go up by 10 lakh ha (lh) on year to 115 lh in 
2018-19 on normal monsoon.

 China's 2018 Soybean output will increase 1.9 percent year-on-year to 15.18 million 
tonnes, according to a report issued by the early warning expert committee of the Ministry 
of Agriculture and Rural Affairs.

 IGC cuts Argentina Soybean crop forecast due to drought, USDA trimmed US Soybean 
production estimates while there are some concerns with Brazil’s Soybean production.

 There is a tight supply situation in Soybean, prices are falling on the expectations of normal 
monsoon. Any short fall in the forecast of rain fall will support the sharp recovery prices.

 Looking at the Over all scenario and domestic fundamentals of the commodity, We expects
prices to witness pressure in the month of May as well.



Technical Outlook on Soybean
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 Above mentioned, Soybean NCDEX (June) weekly chart, Indicates that prices are facing strong
resistance of downward sloping trend line.

 It is likely to extend its downside in the month of May as well as It failed in multiple attempts to
breach and sustain above the trend line

 Looking at the current Technical structure, we sense an overall bullish structure in the Soybean
prices. Prices are in the consolidation face at present and witnessing some correction.

 We expect prices to fall below Rs.3500/quintal levels on the back of consolidation and profit
booking.

 We advise short term traders to hold their short positions for the ultimate price Target of
Rs.3500/quintal levels. Traders should maintain strict stop loss in their shorts as overall firm trend
is intact.

Soybean (Weekly)



Technical Outlook on Turmeric
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 Above mentioned, Turmeric NCDEX (June) Daily chart, Indicates strong upside momentum in prices.

 Prices have witnessed strong break out of downward sloping trend line and sustained above the same.

 We expect Turmeric NCDEX (June) futures to extend with its northward journey in the month of May as
well. It may test crucial resistance of Rs. 7850/quintal on strong demand.

 Looking at the current technical structure we do not expect any major downfall in the prices in the
month of May. Long term traders are advised to accumulate their positions on every dips.

 After Sky met, Imd also forecast normal monsoon for upcoming season. However there are some reports
that southern regions which includes Turmeric growing states may get lower rainfall after month of
June.

 In last season because of lower rainfall production of Turmeric was affected if such scenario repeats in
upcoming season as well than we may witness strong upside in the prices.

 Export demand of Turmeric expected to Increase tracking higher Dollar prices which may support the
prices.

Turmeric (Daily)



Outlook on Jeera
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 Jeera NCDEX (June) futures prices witnessed smart recovery from lower levels in the month of April.

 Looking at the current technical structure, we expect prices to continue with its firm sentiments in the
month of may as well. It may test crucial resistance of Rs.16800/quintal level.

 Mandi sources maintained that export enquiries have been good as India is the only jeera supplier to the
world market currently. As per data, arrivals of jeera in the country were lower by 10% at 26,500 tonnes
during 1-25 April compared to 29,500 tonnes last year for the same period.

 Traders maintained that with arrivals dropping and export enquiries increasing, prices are firming up.
Global demand for Indian jeera has firmed up as Syria and Turkey crop will arrive only around June-July.

 The Federation of Indian Spices Stakeholders (FISS) projected India's 2017-18 jeera output at 6.92 million
bags, up 19% on year on back of higher acreage and favourable weather.

 Crucial support for prices seen at Rs.15200/quintal levels. We don’t recommend fresh selling from
current levels. Traders can look for the opportunity to accumulate long position on dips.

Jeera (Monthly)
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Disclaimer
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Monarch Networth Capital Limited (hereinafter MNCL), a publically listed company, is engaged in services of retail broking, credits, portfolio management and marketing investment products including mutual funds, life &
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